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Abstract 

We consider the center problem in the subtree graph of a tree T. Let 

1S  and 2S  be subtrees of a tree T. The subtree graph LG  has the 

vertex set of all subtrees of T and two subtrees 1S  and 2S  are joined 

by an edge, if 2S  is obtained from the subtree 1S  by adding/removing 

a single vertex. A subtree S of a tree T is a central subtree of T if S         
has the minimum eccentricity in the subtree graph. The graph center of 

LG  is the set of all central subtrees and a central subtree with the 

minimum number of vertices is a least central subtree of a tree T. 
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We compare different centrality concepts in .LG  We show that in the 

subtree graph, the branch weight center and distance center coincide 
and are isomorphic to some hypercube. Moreover, the least subtree 
within these centers is unique. 

1. Introduction 

Let G be a finite, connected and undirected graph without loops and 
multiple edges. The set of vertices of G is denoted by V and the number of 
vertices of subgraph 1G  is denoted by .1G  The distance ( )vudG ,  of two 

vertices u and v in graph G is the length of the shortest path (i.e., geodesic) 
vu −  in G. A vertex t satisfying the equations ( ) ( ) += tudvud GG ,,  

( ),, vtdG  ( ) ( ) ( ),,,, wtdtudwud GGG +=  ( ) ( ) ( )wtdtvdwvd GGG ,,, +=  

is called the median of the vertices u, v and w. If every triple u, v, w of 
vertices of a graph has a unique median, then the graph is called a median 
graph. 

As is well known, the eccentricity ( )ve  of a vertex v in a connected 

graph G with the vertex set V is the distance to a vertex farthest from                
v: ( ) ( ){ }.,max Vuvudve G ∈|=  The center C of G consists of vertices         

with minimum eccentricity: ( ) ( ){ }{ }VuuevevC ∈|=|= min  and the radius 

Grad  of the graph G is its minimum eccentricity. The distance ( )udG  of a 

vertex u is the sum ( ) ( )∑= ,, vudud GG  where v ranges over all vertices of 

G. The vertices of minimum distance constitute the distance center D of a 
graph. The vertices of the distance center are usually called medians of a 
graph. Since we are dealing with median graphs where the median concept 
has another meaning, we rename the vertices of this center concept by calling 
them ‘vertices of a distance center’ or ‘minimum distance vertices’. See [3]. 

A vertex set VA ⊂  in a graph G is called convex of G if A contains all 
vertices on any vu −  geodesic for every pair ., Avu ∈  The vertex sets V 

and ∅  are trivial convexes of G. 
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The following generalization of the branch weight is from the article 
[11]. A branch of a vertex u is convex not containing the vertex u. The 
branch weight ( )ub  of a vertex u is the maximum number of vertices in a 

branch of u. The vertices having the minimum branch weight constitute the 
branch weight center B of G. Note that the definition of branch weight agrees 
with the usual definition of branch weight in the case of trees. 

For two subtrees 1S  and 2S  of a tree T, the subforests induced by union 

and intersection of vertex sets of 1S  and 2S  are denoted by 21 SS ∪  and 

,21 SS ∩  respectively. The subtree graph LG  has the vertex set of all 

subtrees of T and two subtrees 1S  and 2S  are joined by an edge, if 2S  is 

obtained from the subtree 1S  by adding/removing a single vertex. We denote 

the distance between two subtrees 1S  and 2S  in LG  by ( )., 21 SSdL  Let 

( ) ( ){ }TSSSdSe LL ofsubtreeais,max 11 |=  be the L-eccentricity of the 

subtree .1S  Clearly, ( )1SeL  equals the eccentricity of the subtree 1S  in the 

graph .LG  The subtree 1S  is a central subtree of a tree T if it has the 

minimum L-eccentricity. A central subtree with the minimum number of 
vertices is a least central subtree of a tree T. If 1S  and 2S  are subtrees of a 

tree T, then the distance ( )21, SSdT  between 1S  and 2S  in T is the length of 

the shortest path joining two vertices of 1S  and 2S  in T. 

The basic theory of least central subtrees has been established in a series 
of articles [13, 6, 7, 5]. The joinsemilattice of subtrees ( )TL  was introduced 

in [13]. The meet 21 SS ∧  of subtrees 1S  and 2S  equals 21 SS ∩  whenever 

∅≠21 SS ∩  and the join 21 SS ∨  is the least subtree of T containing the 

subtrees 1S  and .2S  Clearly, the Hasse diagram graph of ( )TL  equals the 

subtree graph .LG  

The joinsemilattice has a certain algebraic structure with respect to    
meet and join operations. The subtrees (convex subalgebras/ideals) of a tree 
constitute the dual of a median semilattice in the sense of Sholander [14, 15]. 
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The joinsemilattice ( )TL  has a limited distributivity property (a median 

algebra property). This implies that if 1S  and 2S  are elements of ( )TL  and if 

21 SS ∧  exists, the Hasse diagram graph of ( )TL  contains the shortest path 

from 1S  to 2S  through 21 SS ∨  as well as through .21 SS ∧  Similarly, if 1S  

and 2S  are vertices of LG  (subtrees of T) such that ,21 ∅≠SS ∩  then there 

exists a shortest path of LG  from 1S  to 2S  through 21 SS ∪  as well as 

through .21 SS ∩  

The underlying subtree graph LG  of a tree T is a median graph,               

[1, 2, 8-10]. Thus, every three subtrees ,1S  2S  and 3S  have a unique median 

subtree: a vertex ( )321 ,, SSSm  that belongs to shortest paths between each 

pair of ,1S  2S  and .3S  

2. Discrete Optimization Problems 

The following lemma [13, Lemma 1] shows how one can calculate the 
distance ( )21, SSdL  directly in the tree T without constructing the subtree 

graph .LG  

Lemma 1. Let LG  be the subtree graph of a tree T. Let 1S  and 2S  be 

two subtrees of T. Then the distance between 1S  and 2S  in LG  is 

( )
( )( )

⎩
⎨
⎧

∅≠−+=−

∅=−++
=

.,2

,,1,2
,

2121212121

212121
21 SSifSSSSSSSS

SSifSSdSS
SSd T

L ∩∩∩∪

∩
 

We consider the solutions of following three discrete optimization 
problems in .LG  A fourth approach has been introduced by Slater in [16]. 

See also [17]. We have not pursued this line in this short note. 

The first discrete optimization problem reads 

( ) ( ){ }TSSSdCe L
TS

LL ofsubtreeais,maxmin 1
1

|=
⊆

 

subject to the additional constraint that among all subtrees satisfying the 
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minimax criteria, only those subtrees which are minimal in size, are selected. 
Without the constraint, the solutions are vertices(subtrees) of the center of 
the subtree graph. Constrained solutions LC  are least central subtrees. The 

concept of a least central subtree in articles [13, 6, 7, 5] agrees with the 
definition in terms of solutions of the discrete optimization problem. 

The second discrete optimization problem reads 

( ) ( )
⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

|= ∑
⊆TS

L
S

LL TSSSdDd
1

ofsubtreeais,min 1  

( ){ }TSSdL
S

ofsubtreeaismin |=  

subject to the additional constraint that among all subtrees satisfying the 
minimum criteria, only those subtrees which are minimal in size, are 
selected. Without the constraint, the solutions are vertices(subtrees) of the 
distance center of the subtree graph. Constrained solutions LD  are least 

central subtrees with respect to minimal distance sum criteria. 

The third discrete optimization problem reads 

( ) ( ){ }TSSbBb
S

LL ofsubtreeaismin |=  

subject to the additional constraint that among all subtrees satisfying the 
minimum criteria, only those subtrees which are minimal in size, are 
selected. Without the constraint, the solutions are vertices(subtrees) of the 
branch weight center of the subtree graph. Constrained solutions LB  are least 

central subtrees with respect to minimal branch weight criteria. 

3. The Distance Center and the Branch Weight Center 

We first recall some results from article [12]. 

Theorem 1 [12, Theorem I]. The branch weight center of a connected 
graph is convex. 
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Theorem 2 [12, Theorems II-IV]. Let G be a median graph. Then the 
distance center and the branch weight center coincide. Moreover, the 
vertices of the distance center induce a graph isomorphic to the Hasse 
diagram graph of a finite Boolean lattice. 

The proofs of these theorems are written in article [12]. We remark that 
Hasse diagram graphs of finite Boolean lattices are isomorphic to finite 
hypercubes ,nQ  ....,2,1,0=n  The graph 0Q  consists of a single vertex, 

1Q  is a complete graph on two vertices, etc. By the properties of the subtree 

graph, we obtain the following general result. 

Theorem 3. Let LG  be a subtree graph of a tree T. Then the distance 

center and the branch weight center coincide. The distance center is 
isomorphic to a hypercube. The greatest vertex (subtree), say ,MS  in the 

distance center is unique. The least vertex (subtree), say ,mS  in the distance 

center is unique. We have the inclusion ,Mm SS ⊆  thus ( ) =MmL SSd ,  

.mM SS −  

Proof. The subtree graph LG  is a median graph. It follows from the 

results of [12] that distance center of the subtree graph is a hypercube. 
Moreover, the distance center and the branch weight center coincide and by 
Theorem 1, the distance center is convex. 

Next, we consider the joinsemilattice ( ).TL  Due to convexity of the 

distance center, the greatest vertex in the distance center must be unique. 
Otherwise the existence of two greatest central subtrees MS  and MS′  implies 

that the join MM SS ′∨  resides in the distance center, which contradicts the 

maximality of .MS  

If S is a vertex of a distance center, then ,MSS ⊆  otherwise SSM ∨  

belongs to the distance center contradicting the maximality of .MS  This 

implies that ( ) SSSSd MML −=,  for every vertex S of distance center. 

Clearly, mS  is the vertex of distance center farthest from MS  with distance 
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( ) ., mMmML SSSSd −=  Since distance center is a hypercube, mS  is 

unique.  

Corollary 1. We have .mLL SDB ==  If ,Mm SS ≠  then LG  is an 

even number. 

Proof. If ,Mm SS ≠  then there exist two adjacent vertices 1S  and 2S  in 

the distance center of the subtree graph .LG  Let { SSU ji |=,  is a subtree of 

T such that ( ) ( )},,, SSdSSd jLiL <  for .2,1, =ji  By property 2.2 in [4], 

( ) ( ) .2,11,221 UUSdSd LL −=−  Since ( ) ( ),21 SdSd LL =  this implies 

that 1,22,1 UU =  and since median graphs are bipartite, we have 2,1U  

.21,2 LGU 1==   

Note that our result for uniqueness of least and greatest elements of            
the distance center in the joinsemilattice is true for general median lattices       
and semilattices (meetsemilattices and joinsemilattices). The proof remains 
essentially the same. 

4. Comparison of Various Centers 

We have proved that the distance center D and the branch weight center 
B of the subtree graph LG  coincide and are isomorphic to a hypercube. 

Moreover, the least element within these centers is unique. Our computations 
show that central hypercubes other than 0Q  and 1Q  and 2Q  are quite rare. In 

a complete computer search among subtree graphs for trees with ,14≤T  

only one larger hypercube is found, namely, one 4Q  within subtree graphs 

for trees with .12=T  The simple example of a complete bipartite graph 

3,2K  shows that the equality BD =  is not valid for general bipartite graphs. 

The structure of the center of the subtree graph is more delicate. The  
path { }543215 vvvvvP =  induced by five vertices shows that the center of the 

subtree graph need not be a connected subgraph of .LG  Here the center of 
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the subtree graph of 5P  is { } ,3v  { } ,432 vvv  { } .54321 vvvvv  Furthermore, 

least central subtrees need not be unique. The tree with two paths 
{ }7654321 vvvvvvv  and { }1110498 vvvvv  crossing at the vertex 4v  shows that 

there may be several least central subtrees in a tree: { }( ) =10543 ,,, vvvveL  

{ }( ).,,,7 9543 vvvveL=  If several least central subtrees exist, then the set 

of least central subtrees cannot be a connected subgraph of .LG  

It seems that there is no inclusion between the least central subtree LC  

and the least distance center subtree LD  in the graph of subtrees. We          

show this by examples. For the path 5P  induced by five vertices, the least 

central subtree is { } .3vCL =  The least distance center subtree is =LD  

{ } .,, 432 vvv  Here LC  is a subtree of .LD  Another example consists of two 

paths { }654321 vvvvvv  and { }837 vvv  crossing at vertex .3v  For the resulting 

tree of 8 vertices, the least central subtree is { }5432 ,,, vvvvCL =  and the 

least distance center subtree is { } .,, 432 vvvDL =  Here LD  is a subtree of 

.LC  

We are working in order to prove that the set of least central subtrees 
enjoys the so-called exchange property (swapping property). For any two 
least central subtrees LC  and LC′  ( ),LL CC ′≠  there exists a finite sequence 

of least central subtrees 

2,...,,, 21 ≥′== kCCCCC L
k
LLLL  

such that for all ,...,,2 ki =  the least central subtree i
LC  is obtained from 

the least central subtree 1−i
LC  by removing a vertex and inserting a vertex. 

This means that the set of least central subtrees is closed with respect to the 
exchange operation. 
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